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Performative round dance of images 
"Schrei X⁸" by Akemi Takeya at ImpulsTanz. 
 
Takeya deals with the influences that have made her who she is. The references she makes 
don't have to be recognized by the audience, you can just get involved in the great scenes that 
emerge. 
 
PAUL DELAVOS 
 
For more than 30 years, Japanese-born Akemi Takeya has been a permanent fixture on the Viennese 
dance and cultural scene and a frequent guest at ImPulsTanz - Vienna International Dance Festival. 
No wonder that her latest piece "Schrei X8" was premiered there at the Odeon in Vienna. At the 
beginning of the piece is also the beginning of Takeya's life: in Japanese she tells about her birth and 
that it took more effort from the doctor until she made her first cry. Although the play is titled "Schrei 
X8," it is not so much about the scream itself. Only one scene is dedicated to screaming. In the 
process, Takeya also leads a workshop - already fully booked - at ImPulsTanz, in which she deals with 
vocal screaming. It continues with childhood memories. During this narrative, which is translated by 
subtitles, Takeya sits motionless at the front of the stage. The only movement at this point is an 
installation that drops lemons into a juicer to be squeezed. 
 
Lemons have been a recurring feature in her work. As the piece progresses, there is a block of 
questions - some of them very personal - and she only answers some of them. She gives no answer to 
the question why yellow, which is asked again and again. It is not only the yellow lemons but yellow is 
also dominant in the costumes. When asked if it is really her last piece, a maybe comes back. The 
questions are asked by the performer Evandro Pedroni, who is a good counterpart to Takeya 
throughout the piece. 
 
Towards the end, the collected lemon juice is also used: a dress was made from a transparent tube, 
which Takeya puts on. The filling of the dress and subsequent pumping out of the juice becomes a 
meditative moment. The costumes were also made by Takeya (costume assistance: Ruth Erharter), 
the objects were designed by Mathias Lenz. Only after the final applause do many references become 
apparent, the piece becomes more comprehensible: texts by Takeya are projected in which she 
discusses individual personalities such as Yoko Ono, Laurie Anderson, Diamanda Galás, Nina 
Simone, Marina Abramovic, Maria Callas, John Cage, Andy Warhol and Joseph Beuys, among others, 
and the influence these people have had on her artistic development with their art. 
 
It is a veritable round dance of images and sounds (the composition is by Takeya himself, the sound 
design is by Ursula Winterauer, the drums are played by Didi Kern) that crashes down on the 
audience: sometimes you don't know exactly where to put your personal focus. Should one read the 
text that is projected or rather pay attention to the perfomers? Should one concentrate on the pixel art 
(visual design: Maximilian Pramatorow and Yuwol June C.), in which faces can be recognized again 
and again, or not. Is it a ritual that is going on here and that one witnesses, or not. But this is exactly 
what makes the appeal of the piece again. A liberating moment becomes the scene in which there is 
really screaming and one thinks to oneself, maybe one should simply scream more often oneself, in 
order to be able to let go of emotions and perhaps also aggressions... 
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